As we meet for the twenty-first session of the IEEE Local Computer Networking conference, we are reminded that there is nothing constant but change. Just a few short years ago, conventional wisdom held that CSMA protocols had reached their useful limit in 10 Mbits/second Ethernets, 100 Mbits/second media rate required fiber optics, the OS1 protocol stack was the future, and large packets were much more efficient for transporting all types of data. Today, networks are being designed for TCP/IP running over 100 Mbits/second Ethernet utilizing both CAT-3 and CAT-5 UTP, ATM and the unmistakable fixed-packet-size trademark of 53-byte cells is being deployed utilizing both fiber and copper to interconnect more traditional LAN segments, TCP/IP is alive-and-well, and the World Wide Web took us all by surprise. Current networking issues have moved from media and access protocol design to network-wide concerns such as congestion control and recovery, internetworking, mobile networks, and Internet enhancements such as RSVP and IPv6. We have moved from one house to a bigger one with a whole new set of issues that include not only emerging technologies, but also network and information security, work-at/from-home challenges, and middleware drivers like CORBA and COM.
